
Who is in the team?

Christina Reet – Project Manager
Fliss Newman – Creative Director
Alana Handford – Art Director
Glenn Mellor – Senior Designer
Alice Cadenhead – Senior Designer
Katie Marsh – Middleweight Designer

How will we communicate?

We will have meetings and group discussions during Wednesdays between 
9am and 11am. All communication that does not happen in our meetings will 
happen on Facebook group called Design Practice which was set up on 3rd 
October 2012 and all members of the team were invited. This will allow us to 
maintain a high level and easy to access communication.

We have all provided our email addresses below for easy communication:
Christina Reet: tina_9589@hotmail.co.uk
Fliss Newman: fliss.newman@yahoo.co.uk 
Alana Handford: ah450@canterbury.ac.uk 
Glenn Mellor: hit_man_dan@hotmail.com 
Alice Cadenhead: a.v.cadenhead6@canterbury.ac.uk 
Katie Marsh: katieloomac@gmail.com

We have also set up a Google Document that will help us all to share files and 
know when tasks have to be completed by, as everyone uses google on a daily 
basis this should be easy to access for everyone. Our google group can be  
linked in with a google calendar. The google group can be accessed at: 
https://docs.google.com/folder/d/0B3zWlbEVz9lVbEJVSVBwMU5iX3M/edit

Preparation



Group Process?

Below is the process chart to demonstrate how the group can work 
as one and how the communication happens between different 
parties. Also this demonstrates who is responsible for approval of 
tasks.
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Task Schedule?

Below is the task schedule, this is to help the group moving forward 
through tasks and ensure we donʼt waste time. This is why certain 
tasks have been assigned to different people so everyone has so 
input to the end piece. The task schedule has each task and who it is 
assigned to and when the task is set and needs to be completed by. 
This way each member of the team know when to complete each 
task by and how long they have to complete the task. It also helps 
each team member know how we are progressing.


